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The 2018 Annual Report covers the reporting
period July 2017 to June 2018 which is the
financial year of the Companies. This Report is
Ingwelala Share Block’s eighth integrated
report and its scope covers all the companies
collectively referred to as Ingwelala Share
Block, comprising Ingwelala Share Block (Pty)
Ltd (1983/006997/07), Buffelsbed Share Block
(Pty) Ltd (1984/003413/07), Op Goedehoop
No. 25 (Pty) Ltd (1992/003023/07) and Sibon
Property Holdings (Pty) Ltd (1996/008255/07).
It seeks to adequately inform all stakeholders
of Ingwelala and how the Company has,
during the reporting period, performed and
impacted on the broader community in which
it operates, as well as the Board’s view of the
year ahead.
Various reporting principles have been
applied in the Report, including the full
adoption of International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) for Small and Medium sized
Entities, and the requirements of the
Companies Act 71 of 2008 in respect of the
financial statements and appropriately
selected elements of the King Code of
Governance for South Africa (King IV,
previously King III).
The Directors of the Company are responsible
for the preparation, integrity, objectivity and
fair
presentation
of
the
Group’s
financial statements and related financial
information. The Group financial statements
are prepared in accordance with the
provisions of the South African Companies Act
and comply with IFRS for small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) as well as the
guidelines for share block companies issued
by the South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants. They incorporate full and
reasonable disclosure in line with the
accounting policies of the Group.
The Directors are also responsible for the
systems of internal control. These are
designed to provide reasonable but not
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absolute assurance as to the reliability of the
financial statements, and to adequately
safeguard, verify and maintain accountability
for assets, and to prevent and detect material
mis-statement and loss.
The systems are implemented and monitored
by suitably trained personnel with
appropriate segregation of authority and
duties. Nothing has come to the attention of
the Directors to indicate that any material
breakdown in the functioning of these
controls, procedures and systems has
occurred during the period under review.
The full version of the 2018 audited Annual
Financial Statements are contained in a
separate document available through
download from the Ingwelala Website
https://www.ingwelala.co.za/downloads.html
with an abridged version set out on page 28.

Organisational Overview
Ingwelala
Share
Block,
situated
in
Mpumalanga Province, was established in
1983, and today comprises 3,146 hectares
owned by the four companies of which two
properties fall within the Umbabat Private
Nature Reserve (UPNR), a proclaimed subregion of the Great Limpopo Transfrontier
Park. The other two properties (Sibon and Op
Goedehoop) currently fall outside of the
proclaimed UPNR.
The UPNR is a Protected Area and a Buffer
Zone adjacent to the western border of the
Kruger National Park, presenting a continuum
of wildlife areas of varying ecological potential
and with differing objectives. Ingwelala Share
Block shares a common boundary with the
Timbavati Private Nature Reserve in the south
and the Kruger National Park in the north.
The shareholders of the Company (referred to
as Members) all own shares in the two share
block companies (Ingwelala and Buffelsbed).
In addition, most of the Members also own
shares in Op Goedehoop No. 25 (Pty) Ltd and
Sibon Property Holdings (Pty) Ltd which are
not share block companies. This shareholding
gives Members traversing rights on the
various properties, the use of a specific
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bungalow and all common areas and facilities
owned by the Company. Some of the
Ingwelala share blocks have private
agreements between their co-owners which
regulate rights and usage amongst
themselves. There are 206 bungalows
situated in a camped area of 150 hectares,
with over 200 game drive vehicles garaged
and maintained at the Reserve.
The relationship between the Members and
the Company is governed by legislation (both
the Share Blocks Act and Companies Act) and
a Use Agreement which includes various
Rules, Regulations and Policies. Examples of
the latter are the Management Regulations,
Building Regulations, Waste Disposal Policy,
Game Drive Etiquette and Do’s and Don’ts.
The principal activities of Ingwelala Share
Block are to provide Members and their
guests with ecologically and aesthetically
sustainable use of its landholdings for wildlife
focussed recreation. This is achieved through
the conservation and maintenance of a
wildlife ecosystem together with the provision
of various convenience services to Members.
Value for the shareholders of Ingwelala Share
Block
is
created
through
effective
conservation and management of the
Reserve, together with good corporate
governance
and
sustainable
business
practices.
Ingwelala Share Block currently has a staff
complement of 47 employees who are all
resident on the Reserve, some 151 km of wellmaintained roads, currently pumping water to
5 waterholes. 2 waterholes are temporarily
closed. 11 boreholes provide water for both
domestic and game use. There are 12
company light vehicles, 1 4-ton truck, 2
tractors and 3 tractor trailers, 1 lowbed
vehicle trailer and 1 luggage trailer for town
trips. There are 3 guest cottages,
administration buildings, staff housing, 3 bird
hides, several picnic spots and bomas – 2 with
overnight sleeping facilities for 24 people.
Sibon Camp accommodates 16 guests with 2
dedicated game drive vehicles.
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Ingwelala Share Block is managed by a Board
of Directors together with a Management
Team under the leadership of the Managing
Director (Reserve Manager).
At a micro-level, Ingwelala Share Block is
currently a member of two voluntary
associations of landowners within the UPNR,
namely the UPNR Association and the Nkorho
Private Nature Reserves Association (NPNRA).
At a macro-level, the Umbabat Private Nature
Reserve, together with the Timbavati Private
Nature Reserve, Klaserie Private Nature
Reserve, Balule Private Nature Reserve and
Thornybush Private Nature Reserve comprise
the Association of Private Nature Reserves
(APNR). The APNR, together with the Kruger
National Park, forms part of the Great
Limpopo Transfrontier Park.

Operating Context
Ingwelala Share Block, by virtue of its location
within the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park,
is part of an Open System and is therefore
subject to a complex regulatory framework as
well as the consequences of the policy
decisions of the Kruger National Park and
neighbouring landowners.
At a practical level, the management of
Ingwelala Share Block is governed by the
statutory approved APNR Management Plan
in terms of the National Environment
Management: Protected Areas Act No. 57 of
2003 (NEMPAA). This Plan identifies the
following vital attributes that are key to the
APNR, UPNR and Ingwelala Share Block, its
conservation, management and development:
•
•

•

Large, diverse area that is mostly
natural;
Semi-arid climate with large, mostly
unpredictable,
and
certainly
unavoidable variations that have
major
impacts
on
vegetation
dynamics, carrying capacity of wildlife
and on management requirements;
Ecological functioning for certain
attributes is at a spatial scale that is
smaller than that of the KNP;
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•
•

Diversity of owners and diversity of
opinions;
Pressure by external stakeholders on
decision-making.

The promotion of Conservation and Security
at Ingwelala is an obligation on Ingwelala
under the APNR Management Plan.
Ingwelala Share Block, in terms of its size,
resources and capabilities, is essentially selfsufficient. Although it is focused on
recreational wildlife, it faces real challenges
ranging from global issues such as climate
change to local issues such as hunting by
neighbours and escalating poaching. Ingwelala
and its Members continue to be directly
impacted by the deteriorating economic
circumstances of the sub-region, leading to
escalating crime.
Our Reserve Management is fully integrated
with the conservation command structure of
the sub-region and participates in Security
and Warden Committees at various levels.
This participation has assisted in the fight
against crime and poaching and has resulted
in an eighth incident free year on Ingwelala
for our Members. Regrettably, poaching
incidents have continued to occur within the
UPNR and adjacent areas of the KNP near our
boundaries.
Sound management of the sub-region is a prerequisite for the long-term sustainability of
Ingwelala Share Block, and to ensure this, the
Nkorho Private Nature Reserves Association
(NPNRA) was formally established some years
back. Ingwelala Share Block continues to play
an active role in the operational capabilities of
the NPNRA. Current Director, Charl du Plessis,
has joined the Exco of the NPNRA.

Organisational Performance
Five major activities continued to impact on
Ingwelala Share Block’s organisational
performance during the review period,
namely security, failed dams, Op Goedehoop
boundary matter, Protected Area Status and
an Umbabat lion hunt. Notwithstanding these
activities, Ingwelala Share Block’s financial
performance
was
most
satisfactory.
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Members’ levies covered all normal and
ongoing expenditures. The pleasing financial
result was occasioned mainly by the
unbudgeted fortuitous commissions received
on the sale of share blocks.
A more detailed commentary on all of the
Companies performance is contained in the
Finance Portfolio section.

Environmental Portfolio
The Environmental Portfolio of the Board,
under the recent chairmanship of Charl du
Plessis, experienced another busy and
challenging year under review. The drought
cycle continued to influence unpredictable
and below average rainfall. The Conservation
Team executed its primary duties of Veld
Rehabilitation, Erosion Control, Alien Plant
Eradication, Maintenance of Roads and
Tracks, Fence Maintenance, Care of Bomas,
Hides & Picnic Sites, Airstrip Maintenance,
Water Provision, Borehole Maintenance,
Domestic Waste Management and Pool &
Grounds Maintenance.
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gully erosion. These structures will assist with
decelerating water run-off, thereby trapping
silt and aiding sedimentation. At the time of
writing, the results were extremely pleasing
with very little coppicing on the treated
stumps. This site was showing promising signs
of healthier grass competition.
On the Serengeti Plains, certain exposed
surface areas were selected to apply gypsum.
Preparation of the soil was necessary before
applying the gypsum. The preparation
required a tractor and rip implement to break
the crust of the soil to allow for the gypsum to
penetrate the previously compacted topsoil.
The objective was to soften the compacted
topsoil to allow for maximum water
absorption and aid grass seed penetration.
Initial indications were that the gypsum and
shallow contours introduced on Serengeti
Plains were aiding water absorption and
slowing down lateral water run-off.
The late rains in April and May 2017 resulted
in a belated but welcome “green flush” in the
veld which produced a degree of late season
growth. This was important on the 55-ha
Buffelsbed trial block where Grewia spp was
targeted for selective clearing in June 2018.
The results showed inconsistent die-off of the
cut stump treatments. In certain sections of
the block, coppice rates were disappointingly
high. Initial follow-up treatment was
implemented, the results of which can only be
evaluated after the next season’s rains.
Areas selectively cleared of Grewia south of
Wahlberg’s Plain were closely monitored for
any follow up action required.

Veld Rehabilitation

Erosion Control

Several initiatives that commenced in the
previous reporting period were closely
monitored and where follow up action was
identified these interventions were carried
out.

Due to the nature of the rainfall that fell
during the reporting period, only one storm of
7mm rain on 31 December, produced any
degree of problematic run off to flag any
erosion control required. Therefore, the main
focus was evaluating roadways and drainage
alignment in the camp environment. To this
end several new mitre drains and drainage
humps were constructed on Giraffe Road and
Ingwelala Drive. Attention was paid to
servicing problematic access roads to

On the mopane trial site on Goedehoop, a
tractor was used to break off all the small
branches from the main stems of the mopane
trees thinned out. The main stems were then
collected and carefully packed in drainage
lines that were showing signs of potential
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bungalows where again several mitre drains
and drainage humps were either introduced
or serviced.
Alien Plant Eradication
The Conservation Team trialed a new
methodology of initial herbicide treatment on
established stands of Opuntia spp. (prickly
pear). This trial examined and assessed the
effectiveness of foliar spray vs foliar injection.
The assessment showed that the folio
application of MSMA on Prickly pears was
very effective, suggesting we continue with
this foliar spray methodology. Absorption rate
by the plants was high, the effects can be
seen when comparing the two pictures
below.”
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Roads and Tracks
All road maintenance in preparation for the
rainy season was carried out. The roads inside
the camp were graded with the tractor blade
and dragged with tractor and tyres as and
when required. Mitre drains that suffered
heavy siltation after a storm on 31 December
2017 were identified and attended to. Surface
damages caused by tyre slip at river crossings
were repaired whenever necessary. Drivers
should engage 4X4 at these exit points to
avoid damaging the compacted road surfaces.
On all four properties, all localised areas with
rutted road surfaces, were attended to with
tractor grading and dragging tyres.
Encroaching branches into and over the roads
were trimmed where necessary.
Fence Maintenance

Day of folia Application of MSMA

The camp fence was breached on 85 different
occasions, with a significant change in the
behaviour of the bull elephants. There was a
marked increase to infrastructure damage,
especially to the water reticulation
throughout the camp. This resulted in the
camp been out of water for considerable
lengths of time while staff repaired damaged
pipes.
One identified elephant bull visited the camp
on and off for four consecutive months. Other
bull elephants also came and went from the
camp, demonstrating the attractiveness of the
vegetation in the camp. After experiencing a
high level of frustration with excessive water
losses and valuable time wasted on frequent
fence repairs, a helicopter was deployed to
drive these elephant bulls well away from the
camp area.

Same plant three days later
X 286 individual plants and seven established
(mature) stands (Opuntia spp.) were treated
during the reporting period.
Members contribution through recording
occurrences (location) of prickly pear in the

On one occasion, lions chased a giraffe
through the camp fence near the airstrip
section, causing considerable damage to the
fence.
Hides, Bomas & Picnic Sites
Several new tables and benches, made from
recycled plastic, were purchased for the
placement at picnic sites. Two benches and
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table removed and repaired from the Argyle
Lookout Tower. The wooden benches around
the fire pit at Buffelsbed Boma were replaced.

garden plants through trampling when trying
to feed off the established trees.

The damaged retaining walls at the Motswari
Corner picnic site were reconstructed.

Infrastructure Portfolio

One of the benches at Aloe Ridge
mysteriously disappeared over the edge and
was recovered in smashed pieces. It is
uncertain if the cause was human vandalism
or the gale force wind on the night of 31
December.

The Infrastructure Portfolio of the Board,
under the chairmanship of Brian Cilliers, is
focused on all property infrastructure,
including company buildings, fences, energy,
communications, movable property (vehicles,
equipment, and facilities) and special projects.
This has been a busy year with five active
projects being completed in 2018 and others
going into execution.

Elephant damage to the walkways at Elephant
Pan Hide and Bird Hide were repaired.
Airstrip
The airstrip surface condition is inspected on a
regular basis and recorded in a register.
The apron area was graded and compacted.
The airstrip surface was repaired and
compacted as and when required (minor
maintenance).
Water Provision and Borehole Maintenance

Sibon patio roof was collapsing and long
overdue for replacing. We looked at the final
solution for the Sibon main building then
divided the project into two phases. Phase 1
upgraded the existing patio in the main
building, rethatched the aging Leadwood unit
roof, and rebuilt the other two units’ outside
showers. The project was completed in six
weeks.

As a top priority all water leaks were repaired
as and when required.
Several water saving initiatives and tips were
provided to Users via the Gate Letter.
Static plant and generators at boreholes were
serviced and maintained according to the
planned maintenance schedule.
The planned rotation (temporary closure) of
artificial water holes was implemented,
commencing with Goedehoop Dam.
Domestic Waste Management
The processing of domestic waste was
managed on a full-time basis. Ingwelala
continued to support the local waste recycling
plant.
Pool and Grounds Maintenance
The drought cycle produced a challenge to
maintain the lawned area around the
swimming pool. Watering this lawn was kept
to a bare minimum to save water.
The
attraction of the lawn to warthogs, nyalas and
impalas has taken its toll on the lawn.
Elephants in camp destroyed many of the

Phase 2 is scheduled to start on 13 January
2019 and aims to be completed by March
2019. Phase 2 will modernise the main
building bringing the two bedrooms forward
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with external entrances and views of the
waterhole, and moving the kitchen, pantry
and scullery to the patio side of the building.
The Wi-Fi failed to meet Members’ needs
during busy periods and on some occasions
during the quieter periods. A competitor’s
system was trialled free of charge over
December/January 2017/2018. The trials were
successful leading to an improved deal with
the new service provider. The deal included:
• Internet and Wi-Fi in the Admin Block
protected by a firewall
• Wi-Fi in the Members’ area where the
bandwidth default is 10mbs but
increases to 30mbs during busy
periods using three Wi-Fi__33 routers
• Internet and Wi-Fi in the Workshop
• Wi-Fi in all manager houses
• Wi-Fi in the security manager’s house
near Vuka Ingwe
• Wi-Fi in Vuka Ingwe
• Wi-Fi at Sibon camp
• Wi-Fi in manager’s house at Sibon
All staff live away from home in temporary
accommodation therefore the Board felt
communication with their family and friends
is important and was provided accordingly.
The new system was installed and came on
line in May 2018. There were more teething
problems than expected, which have mostly
been ironed out. The new system’s final test
will be in December/January 2018/2019, but
the expectation is the system will handle the
load except for New Year’s Eve.

The second Single Staff Quarters construction
commenced in the reporting period and
completed in September 2018. The building
includes four private units that enable a total
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of eight staff members (previously sharing) to
reside in private quarters. One more unit is
still required for the remaining seven staff
members sharing accommodation.
The pool is the central focus for many
Members, but there were a number of
challenges, including; 1- the lack of grass
(drought & grazing pressure driven) where the
sandy areas were uncomfortable to lie and
walk on and the sand ended up tramped into
the pool, 2- the pool is elevated limiting the
area where children in the pool could be
monitored, 3- social gathering areas around
the pool was limited. The pool deck project
will solve the problems by creating 267m2 of
elevated smooth surface with a mix of sun
and shaded areas for Members to use. The
project commenced in the reporting period
and completed mid-September 2018.

Ingwelala identified the need for an on-site
roller following the 2012 floods and requested
funds through a special flood levy, which was
presented to Members at the time. A suitable
roller within budget could not be found
resulting in a custom-built tractor drawn roller
being designed and built at cost by an
Ingwelala Member at 30% of budget. The
roller width was designed to cover the rear
tractor tyres track and the empty weight of
1800kg can carry almost 4000kg of water
making the roller weight adjustable to suit the
job. The roller could also be used to carry
water to remote sites. The roller project
commenced in the reporting period and was
delivered to site by end September 2018. The
roller will play a valuable role in maintaining
the roads, building water drainage humps,
maintaining the runway and the apron.
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Maintenance and vehicles: Through the
reporting period, the vehicles, boreholes and
generator have been maintained against a
service schedule and all, but one has operated
satisfactorily (see boreholes below). The Vito
was becoming expensive to maintain and was
replaced by a used Toyota Land Cruiser (with
canopy) in very good condition. We needed a
vehicle that could also tow the heavy-duty
low bed trailer used to transport broken down
vehicles to Hoedspruit and Nelspruit.
Additionally, a stronger vehicle was required
for the Workshop for recovering vehicles
stuck in river beds, break downs etc. so the
Land Cruiser serves as a multi-purpose
vehicle.
Workshops: The workshop continues to be
busy. There have been no infrastructural
improvements in the Workshop during the
reporting period. There is a project in the
concept study phase exploring separate office
space for the Conservation Team and a
practical and suitable steel and timber
fabrication area for the Maintenance Team.
This could lead to a project in 2019. Feedback
reflects that the standard of service for the
workshop remains high.
Boreholes and water supply: Water testing
has been continuing on boreholes used for
human consumption and where necessary,
minor treatment has been undertaken. The
boreholes supplying camp have static water
levels as well as pumped water levels
monitored with a level logger. This is
providing useful information on the water
resource, recharge times and sustainability.
This is the third term of data collection and
trends are emerging. The information is being
used to design solar borehole replacement of
the two remaining diesel power boreholes at
Wahlberg’s Crossing (BH4) and west of
Deadwood Pan (BH5). Designs have been
completed and quotes obtained, waiting for
final decision on DC verse AC motor where DC
is more efficient on cloudy days, but a
generator could be used as an alternative
power source for the AC pump. This project is
budgeted to be completed in the 2018/19
financial year. The project will pay for itself in
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saved diesel fuel costs over three to four
years.
The diesel-powered borehole called Jackal
Berry that feeds Sibon dam failed. Due to the
artificial water hole rotation policy, the
decision was to only install the replacement
solar powered pump and equipment when
Sibon Dam comes on line again. This will pay
back in under two years in saved diesel fuel
costs.
The camp fence was again under massive
pressure from elephant incursions making it
almost unmaintainable. Once the three
“frequent visitor” elephants were removed
from camp the fence was repaired with
improved voltage levels and sectored alarms.
More earth spikes were installed for better
effect.
There are ongoing trials using different
natural products to find a solution to deter
elephants breaching the fence. The same
products are being tested on trees with some
positive results.
The airstrip apron remains serviceable and no
issues have been reported. The runway is
maintained.
Bomas and Hides. Maintenance work
continued at all bomas and hides with more
work taking place at Elephant Pan Hide. A
basin is being added at Elephant Pan Hide
bathroom and a project to build a bathroom
at Bird hide commenced in the reporting
period with all the necessary building
materials purchased. This is an in-house
project. Work was delayed due to all the
infrastructure damage caused by elephants in
camp.
Energy, water and sustainability: The
electricity and water use are being monitored.
Water consumption in particular is a target of
the Protected Areas Status under Sustainable
Utilisation
of
Resources.
Electricity
consumption is consistent year after year,
however there is a background concept study
looking into solar power subsidising Eskom
power during the day. Existing roofs in the
Workshop provide an opportunity to locate
solar panels out of sight. Pay back on such a
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project is expected to be between 10 and 20
years but closer to 10 years; adding batteries
would extend the payback to over 20 years
but would enable Ingwelala to exit the
national grid.
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and Making of fires in unauthorized areas. The
appropriate written or verbal warnings and
fines were issued.

Other projects in the three-year plan include:
•
•

•

Entrance Gate upgrade, including a
purpose-built
security
24hr
monitoring/control room
Improved
(larger
and
more
operationally
friendly)
waste
processing plant, including an
upgraded incinerator
Re-thatch company guest cottages

Internal Relations Portfolio
The Internal Relations Portfolio of the Board,
under the chairmanship of Andrew
Hauptfleisch, focused on Members affairs and
discipline. Previously communication was part
of this portfolio, but a separate
Communication
Portfolio
has
been
established under the chair of Belinda Scott.
Suggestions and comments, both negative
and positive, verbal, written and through
feedback@ingwelala.co.za
or
board@ingwelala.co.za for both Ingwelala and
Sibon were received from Members. The
overwhelming
majority
were
very
complimentary on the state of the Reserve,
the Management team and staff. The
feedback from those who were fortunate
enough to stay at Sibon after the upgrade was
most pleasing. The feedback and input from
Members are welcomed and appreciated as it
enables the Board and Management to deal
with Members concerns, complaints and
suggestions for improvements.
Two Members Information Evenings took
place, the topics included “EWT Carnivore
Conservation Program; Scorpions, bees,
snakes;” The Information Evenings were well
attended with good interaction between the
speakers and the floor.
The Disciplinary Committee dealt with certain
errant Members whose offenses related to
Radio Abuse, Contravening Bush Etiquette

External Relations Portfolio
Charl Du Plessis took over the position as the
Chairman of the External Relations Portfolio in
June 2018 following the resignation of Bruce
Simpson. Charl was also appointed to the
Umbabat Steerco on 17 September 2018.
Since the above appointments, the External
Relations Committee has attended to the
following matters:
•

The
Co-Operative
Agreement.
A
comprehensive briefing will be presented
to Members at the AGM on Tuesday, 20
November 2018. It is envisaged that the
Co-Operative Agreement will be ready
for signature on 1 December 2018. It’s a
very important agreement for Ingwelala’s
continued
existence
and
future
participation in the “open system” of
approximately 2,5 million hectares, which
is expected to increase to about 6 million
hectares once all agreements with
Mozambique and Zimbabwe have been
finalised. It prescribes Ingwelala’s rights,
duties and obligations (as part of the
Umbabat) with its neighbours within the
APNR, as well as with the Kruger National
Park.

•

Ingwelala’s application, as part of the
Umbabat, and as a Private Nature
Reserve to be compliant with the
National Environmental Management:
Protected
Areas
Act
57/2003
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(“NEMPAA”), which governs all aspects of
Ingwelala, Sibon, Buffelsbed and Op
Goedehoop’s
rights,
duties
and
obligations under NEMPAA and its
adherence to the norms and standards
published thereunder.
•

The funding model to approve the
Umbabat budget with Ingwelala’s
neighbours in the Umbabat, which is a
pre-requisite for it to be NEMPAA
compliant.

•

The Promotion of Access to Information
Act (“PAIA”) applications lodged by an
Authorised User against Ingwelala,
Nkorho and the UWCA for access to
certain information required by such
Authorised User. The Authorised User
has subsequently withdrawn his PAIA
application against Ingwelala.

•

Managing and reporting back on the
consequences following the lion hunt at a
Members Evening held in Johannesburg,
which matter the Board now regards as
finalised.

•

The implementation of a Media Policy in
order to limit the possible reputational
damage of Ingwelala amongst members
of the APNR and Kruger National Park.
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to ensure best value
sustainability of operations.

received

and

The Annual Financial Statements of all of the
group companies comply with the
International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) for small and medium sized enterprises
(SMEs) as well as the guidelines issued by the
South African Institute of Chartered
Accountants for share block companies
(where applicable), in addition to the normal
requirements of the Companies Act and the
Share Block Control Act.
All four of the Ingwelala Group companies
have received an unqualified audit opinion
from Boake Incorporated, the independent
auditors.
As part of the Board’s oversight role, the
Directors receive within the first two weeks of
each new calendar month a full set of
management accounts from the Accounts
Department, after a reasonableness review by
the Finance Director. The information
compares actual performance to budget for
the month compared to the preceding month
and for the year to date and to the
comparative periods in the prior year. At
Board Meetings, the available full year
forecast of the financial position and
performance is evaluated, and priority
development projects confirmed or re-rated.
Annually at its May meeting the Board
examines the estimated results for the full
financial year to 30 June and deliberates the
use of available “surplus” trading funds for
the priority projects and maintenance
programmes. The May meeting also examines
Management’s new financial year budget,
including proposed projects and the proposed
monthly levy for the following financial year.
Management then communicate the agreed
levy number to Members in June ahead of the
start of the new financial year.

Finance Portfolio
The Finance Committee of the Board, under
the chairmanship of Gavin Maile, focused on
the professional financial administration and
management of the various Group Companies

The Board has monitored the specific
accounting
department
responsibilities
including continuous adherence to the
specific bank mandates and signatory
arrangements. Natalie Llewellyn discharged
the
Financial
Manager
responsibility
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throughout the period, a performance upon
which the Board has, with confidence, come
to rely upon.
The annual financial statements for all
companies in the “Ingwelala Group” reflect
the full financial results for the year to 30 June
2018 and the assets and liabilities at that
date.
These formal documents have been posted on
the Downloads page of the Ingwelala website
and are available for all to examine at
https://ingwelala.co.za/downloads.html. Any
questions and/or observations on the
statements prior to the AGM can be
forwarded to reception@ingwelala.co.za.
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significantly up, even though GP% is down on
budget and last year. GP% in the Workshop is
ahead of budget and in line with last year and
in line in Rand terms.
This reflects a marginal reduction in the usage
of the facilities as Members continue to feel
the economic difficulties being experienced
countrywide.

These areas are covered in detail further in
this report.

There were several share block sale
transactions during the period where the
company was mandated, and the resultant
sales commissions earned of some R402k is
more than welcome (and is in line with last
year). Unfortunately, there were some sales
that resulted in commissions being paid to
external parties – this income could have
been utilized for some large capital projects
that are needed, especially around staff
accommodation and this would defer the
need to raise any special levy to fund these
and other projects. Members are encouraged
to provide first option to Ingwelala, as even if
we are not mandated we still land up
providing significant support to the external
agents. In addition, Members have benefited
from the increased value of their investment
by the capital additions that are made utilising
previous commission proceeds, and to not
provide Ingwelala with first option to sell
(normally at a lower rate than external
agents) is not helpful.

Capital Income from Levies, Gate and User
fees for the 2018 period was well up on the
prior year due to the Special Levy raised to
cover the “historical” Rates & Taxes payment.

Commission received from bungalow sales, if
any, during the 2018/2019 financial year will
once again be allocated towards the Capital
fund/projects.

Capital expenditure was R2.2m (an increase
on 2017 of 13.6%). Full details are disclosed
on page 21 of the financials.

Rates & Taxes – late in 2017 we became
aware of the fact that the BushBuck Ridge
Municipality were raising this expense and it
would be backdated – we managed to
negotiate a 50% discount on the “arrears” and
paid the amount owing by the deadline. A
special levy was raised to cover this
“unanticipated” expense.

A high-level commentary on each of the four
entities follows: Ingwelala Share Block (Pty) Limited
From an operational point of view the reserve
continued to operate efficiently and provide
timely and meaningful monthly results to the
Board. The following areas absorbed a
significant amount of time during the year
under review: -

— Rates and Taxes
— Change of Insurance Broker
— Umbabat Funding Model

Regarding the ancillary services rendered, all
areas were profitable, and the total Gross
Profit is slightly up (3.5%) on the previous
year, but margin is down by 1.4% in total.
Shop sales are well down on budget and on
last year, and the GP% has dropped by 1%.
Fuel sales are significantly up and GP% good.
Gas sales are down with a lower GP% because
of Nkorho no longer being provided with gas.
Maintenance revenue and profit is

From April 2018 the normal monthly levy was
increased by the amount of R18.20 per share
to cover these increased costs. The increase in
the rates for the next year to June 2019 was
7.7% (and the property valuations remained
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the same but are expected to be revalued for
July 2019).

prioritised depending on the availability of
cash resources.

Expenses were again mostly in the budgeted
range and compared to the previous financial
year were up by 5.2%. The largest expense
item is Employee Costs, and these have risen
by 3.3% over the period and were below
budget due to a few vacancies – these are
now filled.

Capex projects - The Board approved the
following projects:

Service charges have been increased for the
full range of offerings – those involving a
labour element are slightly higher than others.
These service offerings are listed on the
Ingwelala website and our experience is that
Members are increasingly using these services
to good effect, particularly laundry and the
maintenance service offering, including solar
system maintenance. We seek to maintain the
principle of cost recovery and the current
margin.
The Nkorho contribution continues to escalate
as increased costs for security and warden
services are experienced. During the year the
budget continued to be split based on a
hectare model.
Our tax return status remains good with no
significant disputes evident.
At the May 2018 Board Meeting, the Board
approved
the
Finance
Committee
recommendation that the 2018/2019 levy be
R405 (previously R370) per share per month.
This represents a 9.5% increase, but
fortunately with the savings obtained in the
area of insurance for Member bungalows, the
overall increase was contained close to
inflation. Price pressure being experienced by
Ingwelala is higher than this (especially
salaries and Nkorho security), and the Board is
aware of the difficult economic circumstances
in our economy and of which most likely
Members have first-hand experience. The
Board also resolved to curtail the budget to a
manageable loss position (rather than a
surplus/breakeven). This still allows for proper
and necessary expenditure but there is some
curtailment on projects. In the short-term
there are capital expenditure projects that still
need to take place, and these will be

1. SSQ – Vuka Ingwe (2nd unit)
2. Pool decking and shade
3. Elephant Pan Hide Basin
4. Toilet & Basin at Bird Hide
Retained Income – at financial year end the
retained income of Ingwelala Share Block was
R3.0m (2017: R2.5) reflecting a “profit” for the
year of R486k (2017: R519k). This “profit” can
mainly be attributable to Commissions on
Bungalow sales which is very difficult to
budget for. The accumulated Retained Income
is held to cover the replacement of Thatching,
Motor Vehicles and a provision for additional
Insurance costs if our claims experience
exceeds a ceiling amount.
Our financial reserves continue to remain
intact and we are careful to not commit to
capital expenditure at any time unless there is
good motivation and available funding. Our
policy on capital expenditure is priority for
Maintenance Projects, then secondly on
Ecology and Conservation (the latter includes
Security), and thirdly on means and projects
to bring in additional revenue.
There are still a few Members not utilising the
debit order system and they have been
requested to make such arrangements to
reduce the additional admin workload.
F2019 Budget - this does not expect an
improved economy and that Members spend
will continue to decline. Income (excluding
Levies) is expected to drop by R273k – no
Commissions Income is budgeted for but
hopefully this will continue to be received as
in the past. Ancillary services are budgeted at
the same Gross Margin percentage but total
profit from these services dropping by R45k.
Expenses (excluding Depreciation, Rates &
Taxes, and Capex) are budgeted to increase by
R1.2m (11.7%) – mainly made up with
Employee Costs increasing by R975k. The
budgeted cash loss for the year is R411k and
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this can be absorbed within the current
reserves.

Rates (R41k) we made a bottom line trading
loss of R22k.

Umbabat Funding Model – one of the last
stumbling blocks with finalising the Umbabat
application for Protected Area status is how
the Umbabat operational budget will be
funded. The majority of landowners have
“agreed” the proposed annual budget of
R4.5m for the Umbabat – this is mainly made
up of security and Warden costs. The PA
submission needs to demonstrate that the
funding is sustainable. Discussions have been
ongoing for over 12 months with all
landowners realising that some compromise
will be necessary to make it affordable. Many
different financial models have been
presented/discussed and a lack of agreement
will soon delay the application. The Board
continues to engage with the objective of
reaching a fair outcome for all members of
the Umbabat (including constitutionally and
voting rights). Already several “sponsorships”
have been received and this is expected to
grow as soon as we have an Umbabat wide
constitution and representation. Currently the
various landowners focus is on the total
amount that will need to be “underwritten”
by each of them which assumes that there will
be no success in obtaining “external” funding
– this is highly unlikely. It is hoped that further
progress will be made before the AGM and
the various alternatives can be considered.

An excess thatching replacement provision
was released amounting to R164k (no tax
impact) resulting in a “profit for year” of
R142k.

Sibon Property Holdings (Pty) Limited
Once again management have done an
excellent job of promoting and improving
Sibon. The new changes have received
significant positive feedback and have vastly
improved the entertainment area. These
additions have all be funded by internal
resources, as will the next phase of
improvements.
During the year bed nights have reduced from
314 (a record) to 287 because of closure for
phase 1 renovations. Total income dropped by
only 2%.
Total expenses (excluding Rates and
Thatching) increased by only 2%. Including

An additional two Sibon shares were sold
during the year making the total 198 owners
(and one more has been sold in F’19). The
selling price of the remaining shares is
extremely attractive and one last effort will be
made to convince the remaining members to
acquire Sibon shares before we increase the
price to a market related price.
Sibon continues to be self-sustaining and no
levies are contributed by Members. The
occupancy over the years is as follows: Camp nights

Budget Actual

12 Months to 30 June 2011

191

170

12 Months to 30 June 2012

141*

133*

12 Months to 30 June 2013

200

234

12 Months to 30 June 2014

200

218

12 Months to 30 June 2015

237

257

12 Months to 30 June 2016

263

304

12 Months to 30 June 2017

287

314

12 Months to 30 June 2018

287

287

12 Months to 30 June 2019

267

* Dando effect

314 bed nights in F’17 was an all-time high –
86% occupancy!
The Sibon Camp is very popular, and the
feedback register continues to reflect very
complimentary comments. The booking
register and maintenance closure periods
reflect the need to make bookings timeously!
Rates & Taxes – these are 100% up-to-date for
Sibon and have been absorbed internally
without raising any additional levies.
In summary, the Sibon results reflect “quality
earnings” and the future order book is very
healthy.
Capex - The Sibon Board approved the
following projects:
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— Phase 2 Sibon Main House Renovation
— Phase 2 Furniture & Softs
— Jackalberry pump (conversion to solar)
F’2019 Budget - We have budgeted for 267
bed nights (equates to a 93% occupancy) – if
phase 2 is completed early we may still be
able to raise additional revenue but if not, this
will result in a drop in income of 4%.
Expenses are projected to increase by 17%
(large increases in Depreciation, thatch
combing, Nkorho levy and savings in Rates as
last year had 4 years costs)
We are budgeting for a loss of R153k which is
manageable without further increasing
accommodation rates.
Buffelsbed Share Block (Pty) Ltd
This is a dormant company and with no
“improvements” it does not have any Rates
liability. No income accrued to the company
during the review period and Ingwelala paid
all expenses that were minor. All the
Members of Ingwelala are also Members of
Buffelsbed.
Op Goedehoop No. 25 (Pty) Limited
The company owns an undivided one half
share in and to the remaining extent of the
farm Op Goedehoop No 25. There are 200
shares sold out of a possible maximum of 207
indicating that the majority of Ingwelala
members are also members of Op
Goedehoop. The selling price of the remaining
shares is extremely attractive and one last
effort will be made to convince the remaining
members to acquire Op Goedehoop shares
before we increase the price to a market
related price. There were no new share sales
during the current year. Many costs could be
eliminated once we have a common
shareholding – to the benefit of all Members.
Members have previously been advised of the
dispute regarding exactly where the 50%
boundary of this “undivided” property lies –
no legal fees have been incurred during the
current year.
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From a Rates point of view, we are still
waiting for Op Goedehoop to be correctly
zoned to PA-Residential and for the
application for the 50% discount on the
amount once correctly zoned. The name on
the account has been corrected to include all
three parties. The other two co-owners have
agreed to pay their 50% each of the liability –
which is being done. The company has no
liability for Rates as there are no
improvements on our portion.
In prior years the audited statements
indicated that the company has income of an
appropriate portion of the levy that Members
common to Ingwelala contribute, plus some
interest income. During the current year this
was changed to a reimbursement for water
usage by Ingwelala Members as this was more
appropriate as all costs associated with the
supply of water are absorbed by the company.
The company suffered a loss of R5k during the
year.
My personal thanks and that of the Finance
Committee members are extended to Natalie
Llewellyn, Judy Robinson and Karen Shaw
(period to January 2018) for a job extremely
well done.
Thank you

Secretarial Portfolio
The Secretarial Portfolio of the Board, under
the chairmanship of Charl du Plessis, focused
on the secretarial aspects of the Group
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Companies and the oversight of Sibon and Op
Goedehoop.
During the year the in-house Company
Secretarial function dealt with a regular
stream of amendments to share blocks and
gained the participation of the Authorised
Officers to a range of compliance matters.
Matters routinely attended to are giving
effect to several purchase / sale transactions
(using suggested template agreements that
may be edited by the parties), several changes
in authorised users and contact details,
assisting Members by supplying formal
information, dealing with deceased estates
and answering the myriad of enquiries that
are inevitable. Currently, as expected, several
files are open awaiting instructions from
Executors of Estates.
Members are reminded that the annual
window of January each year is available for
voluntary changes of Users, albeit at a charge.

Legal and Regulatory Portfolio
The review of the Legal and Regulatory
Portfolio, under the chairmanship of Nic
Roodt, has been dominated by the legal
debate, and ancillary issues, which ensued
following the lion hunt. The consequences
flowing from this event took up an inordinate
amount of time from all the Directors.
One of the features which gave rise to
substantial issues which had to be dealt with
was the unfortunate use of social media by a
number of Ingwelala Members. The posting
of comments which the Board of Ingwelala
can only describe as “irresponsible”, caused
serious repercussions in the relationships
which Ingwelala has with the partners in the
Umbabat and with the Kruger National Park.
This was reported on at length at a Members
meeting. We were (and still are) required to
do substantial damage control to stabilize our
relationships. This may also impact on the
way the Umbabat funding model needs to be
approached.
The issue of the legislative interventions
relating to municipal valuations and attendant
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increases in rates and taxes are also issues
which continue to receive the attention from
the Board. As we previously reported at
Members meetings, the issue of the status of
the Ingwelala properties as “protected areas”
is of the utmost importance and a substantial
amount of time is being devoted to ensuring
the survival of Ingwelala as it currently exists.
Whilst Charl du Plessis, as the chair of External
Relations, has borne the brunt of the
extensive work required which includes the
review and input on the plethora of legal
documents involved, and in particular the
Greater Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation
Area Co-operative Agreement (“the Cooperative Agreement”) the legal committee
has also been extensively involved in
reviewing and commenting on these
agreements. By reason of the deadline which
has been set, being 1 December 2018, for the
signature of the Co-operative Agreement, a
substantial amount of work is still in the
pipeline and will require many man hours to
complete.
Following on the event of the lion hunt, a
number of Members have also taken it upon
themselves to engage with the Board and to
elicit information from the Board. Most of the
information demanded falls way outside the
ambit of what is under the control of
Ingwelala and, in the main, relate to Umbabat
issues. However, dealing with these requests
has taken up a lot of time and effort. One
User has gone even further and utilized the
provisions of the Promotion of Access to
Information Act. The Board believes that this
initiative by that Member necessitated the
Board to engage the services of an external
law firm to deal with the extensive and costly
process which may ensue.
Due to his
extensive knowledge of Ingwelala’s business
and its affairs, Charl Du Plessis of Charl Du
Plessis Attorneys Inc. was instructed to act on
Ingwelala’s behalf, provided Charl, as a
Director of Ingwelala, declared in writing his
material interest in the matter to the Board,
which he has done. We are however pleased
to report that the user has subsequently
withdrawn his PAIA request but has persisted
with other requests. Legal costs have however
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been incurred and Ingwelala will likely incur
further legal costs.
One of the important developments flowing
from the events described above, is the
establishment of a social media policy and the
implementation of an official Facebook page.
A number of legal issues arising from this
development are still ongoing.
The border dispute in respect of the Thorpe
Boundary has reached a stage where an
amicable solution may be on offer. The
negotiations are however still in a sensitive
stage but as soon as there is a firm proposal
on the table, the matter will be taken to the
Members for a decision on the way forward.
The legal committee has also been tasked
with the interpretation and implementation
of the Management Regulations. This related
in the main to a number of issues pertaining
to the manner in which these regulations are
to be interpreted relating to Authorised Users.
The review of the respective MOIs of the
various companies within the Ingwelala group
of companies is a project which is still
ongoing, and which will be updated and
modified to deal with any inconsistencies
which may exist between the various MOIs
and the current Management Regulations. We
are also mindful that we need to take steps to
ensure that that the MOIs are aligned with
the content of the Co-operative Agreement
and all other related documentation and
agreements.
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management couple, Dave and Adel
Annandale, in the Infrastructure management
couple role. Both couples are previously
known to Ingwelala, the former having
previously worked at Ingwelala in 1998 - 2003
and the latter having worked at Ntsiri for the
past four years. Both couples underwent
psychometric
assessments
prior
to
appointments being secured to determine
role suitability. Ingwelala management has a
strong, skilled and unified team fully capable
of successively delivering the needs,
objectives and strategy of a share block.
Ingwelala’s annual workplace skills plan and
participation in the SETA grant system,
ensured the focus of workplace cohesion and
harmony.
Continuous
training
and
development interventions has resulted in
successful employee skills upliftment.
Because of comments from the recent
Member feedback survey, the Housekeeping
and Laundry services team underwent an
extensive training programme. The post
training feedback and comments from
Members has resulted in a successful
improved service delivery for Members.
Additional interventions included SA Wildlife
College and technical training interventions
with the aim to benefit and improve
Ingwelala’s service offerings to its Members.

Human Resources Portfolio
The Human Resources Portfolio of the Board,
under the chairmanship of Helen Tonetti,
continued to focus on maintaining a
conducive workplace for a skilled and capable
workforce that will form a responsive,
accountable, effective and efficient share
block operation to its Membership.
During the reporting period, Ingwelala saw
the successful recruitment and selection of
two new management couples. Janet and
Chris Mayes replaced the Shaw’s, as the
conservation couple, and an additional fifth

To ensure compliance with relevant legislative
requirements, the continuous review of
Ingwelala’s workplace policies and procedures
will remain the focus of the HR portfolio. The
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Annual Leave and Time Off policy, Security
policy and Staff Housing policy, as well as the
Occupational Health and Safety policy have
been reviewed by the Board.
The management couples undergo annual
detailed performance management reviews.
Annual Key performance indicators (KPI’s) are
set and agreed, to enable a meaningful
measure that demonstrates Management’s
effectiveness at achieving its overall
objectives.
An external Occupational Health and Safety
audit was conducted with the aim to ensure
compliance with the Act. The audit findings
confirmed that Ingwelala provides and
maintains a working environment that is safe
and without risk to the health of its
employees.
Ingwelala remains committed to extend its
primary current focus on Socio Economic
Development. The Board understands its role
in the development and support to
communities and needs to ensure more
participation and involvement in socio biodiversity initiatives.
The Alexander Forbes Core Plan (Provident
Section) for Ingwelala employees continues
without incident. The Provident Fund also
provides death and disability benefits.
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Communications Portfolio
The formalization of the Communications
Portfolio under the chairmanship of Belinda
Scott, is a new development for the Ingwelala
Board and was only implemented after the
November AGM in 2017.
The objectives and responsibilities are in the
process of being formalized. Considering the
difficulties
being
experienced
in
communications, largely externally on social
media platforms, we are investigating support
from an external Media Consultant. The
primary objectives will be to see if we can
make any improvements to the effectiveness
and management of our communications,
particularly in the Social Media space. In
addition, we will have a communications
strategy compiled, with the help of the Media
Company and Reserve Management, so that
we are consistent in our approach to
communications.
With the popularity of Social Media in its
various forms the Ingwelala Constitution has
not been able to address the misconduct and
rhetoric which has proliferated on Social
Media. Although only a minority of people
associated with Ingwelala have used this
platform to drive their own agendas, it has
caused immense reputational damage. This is
now being addressed and a Social Media
Policy and a Social Media Code of Conduct will
be implemented at the AGM 2018.
Telegram was launched at the beginning of
the year, we now have 300 Member
subscribers on it. It has not been as widely
supported as we had hoped, but we continue
to encourage Members to join. Its purpose is
for snippets of real time information of
interesting happenings directly from the
Reserve.
The Ingwelala website required a review and
an updated appeal to it. Eye-Q, our website
administrator, was contracted to update the
site. This was successfully achieved. The
website is now mobile friendly and much
easier to navigate. We have had very positive
responses from Members regarding the
upgrade. A discussion around a “chat room”
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for Ingwelala Members was debated at the
time and it was agreed that it would not be
implemented.
After much deliberation and in consultation
with the creator of the Facebook Page
“Ingwelala”, it was agreed that it would
become the Official Ingwelala Facebook.
There are many people that belong to this
page that have no affiliation with Ingwelala. It
was agreed that we would try to make sure
that everybody on the page is either a
Member, Authorised User or close family.
This turned into an extremely timeconsuming task and will only be completed
towards the end of October 2018.
We hope to develop this to be an effective
Social Media platform for Ingwelala Members,
to receive accurate information and to share
Ingwelala experiences, the emphasis being on
user enjoyment and for the Board to post
useful information.
We have put in place Rules on Facebook to
ensure that Members adhere to a code of
conduct while engaging on Social Media.
The Board reached out to the administrators
of the Facebook page called “Ingwelala
Members Corner” to refrain from using the
Ingwelala brand name. It came to our
attention that many people thought it was the
official page for Ingwelala Share Block (Pty)
Ltd. The conduct of some Ingwelala Members
on this page has been very harmful to
Ingwelala’s reputation in the Umbabat and in
the Greater Kruger Park area. This matter is
now being dealt with from a legal perspective.
We have started an annual Holiday
Programme for visiting children of staff. This
will be conducted during December and run
over two days. Educational, fun activities will
be planned for the children.
A clear distinction, between social media
platforms and formal communication
channels needs to be constantly reinforced.
Facebook and other social media platforms as
their names suggest are for social
engagements purposes and should not be
used as the primary communication channel
for official information.
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The Board comprehensively reviews the
insurance portfolio of Ingwelala Share Block
on an annual basis, covering all risk areas. The
Directors are satisfied that all these areas are
adequately insured.
It is to be appreciated that the Ingwelala
Insurance Portfolio extends also to common
property, vehicles, plant, public liability etc.
and all these areas have been adequately
covered in our new arrangements.

Insurance Portfolio

I would like to thank Members for allowing
me the opportunity to serve on the Board in
this capacity, as well as fellow Board members
for the shared experience.

The Insurance Portfolio, under the
chairmanship of Gavin Maile, focused on all
aspects of insurance.
Claims experience remained low over the 12
months to June 2018 and we did not have to
pay the 25% deposit premium we had
withheld in the previous year. The few claims
were caused by electrical spikes (lightening
and damage to solar), wind, and some minor
elephant damage.
During March 2018 a request for a quote was
sent to four insurance brokers (including the
incumbent). A detailed analysis was done of
all four responses and it was decided to move
to First Equity Insurance Brokers with effect
from July 2018. Although there has been a
change in broker the underlying insurance
cover remains with the companies that were
previously involved.
Under the new cover we continue to take
advantage of our low claims experience and
premiums on buildings are reduced by 25%. In
the unlikely event that we do have large
claims that push us above the “ceiling
amount” then we would have to pay the
“Deposit Premium” for which we have
previously created a reserve. The building
cover now excludes Solar as we removed this
from the 25% discount since not all
bungalows use solar. We experience a
number of claims in this area, generally small.
The premium related to solar is at 100% so no
downside risk.

Nominations Advisory
The Nominations Advisory of the Board, under
the chairmanship of Andrew Hauptfleisch,
focused on providing for the retirement and
succession of Directors and Senior Managerial
Staff.
The Committee has reviewed the expected
retirement ages of Management staff and is
aware of likely future staff movements.
The current guidelines and terms of
retirement by Directors will form part of the
project being undertaken by Legal and
Regulatory Portfolio to review the current
MOIs (Memorandum of Incorporations) of the
respective companies.
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Remuneration Advisory
The Remuneration Advisory Committee of the
Board, under the chairmanship of Helen
Tonetti, focused on reviewing and monitoring
the Company’s remuneration policy.
Ingwelala’s Remuneration policy has been
reviewed and updated and we remain
committed to pay market related rates above
national minimum wages and are better than
the minimum rates prescribed in the
Hospitality Industry.
The July 2017 annual review of remuneration
for the Management couples was completed,
with an overall average increase of 6% being
awarded together with ad hoc bonuses
approved by the Remuneration Advisory.

Annual Wage Increases
10%
9%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%
0%
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Ingwelala. Ingwelala promotes the philosophy
of a “work life balance”.
The policy endeavours to ensure overall
management well-being and to enhance
employee productivity.

Building Management
Committee
The Building Management Committee of the
Board, under the chairmanship of Derek King,
is a formal Board Committee under the
provisions of the Companies Act, focused on
all aspects relating to members bungalows
and buildings at Ingwelala. It’s been another
year of rebuilds and upgrades and several
bungalows converting to solar power.
Technology advances and competitive pricing
has also seen a few bungalow Wifi
installations in the past year. The building
management regulations have been reviewed
and again a few changes have been
recommended to ensure the regulations are
clear and in line with the outcomes of the
members survey.

July 2018 July 2017 July 2016 July 2015 July 2014 July 2013 July 2012 July 2011

Staff

Management

Annual collective bargaining with the
Millennium Workers Trade Union in respect of
their members employed at Ingwelala
resulted in a Wage Agreement for 2017-18
being reached, with an 8% across the board
annual increase being implemented from 1
July 2017.
The approved sabbatical leave policy
approved by the Board in 2017, has not yet
been applied, and management will be
encouraged to implement in 2019. The
objective of the sabbatical policy is to provide
managers of Ingwelala Share Block with an
opportunity to take extended long leave of
absence, as a reward for long term
commitment to duties and loyalty to

The biggest change in the regulations was to
allow for an increase in the solar panel
footprint, standardising the size of the solar
panel square meters to that of the industry
metrics. The proposed changes standardised
the array size into 2 categories, those with 6,7
and 8 share bungalows and then 9 shares and
above. The 6, 7 and 8 share bungalows have a
similar solar power requirement and so they
were standardised to allow a maximum of 8
square meters of panels. The new proposed
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regulation for 9 share units and above will be
a maximum of 10 square meters of panels.
The Building Committee and Management
had to consider the proposed changes,
renovations and rebuilds on the following
bungalows during the last year: 10 -13, 15, 26,
28, 37, 42, 51-53, 58, 64, 79, 81, 83, 93, 103-4,
106, 143, 149, 202, 206 and 208. This is a total
of 20 units requesting changes, upgrades and
rebuilds.
There have been a few proposed changes and
additions to the Building Regulations to try
and make things clearer and easier for
Members to understand. We will always try
and take a pragmatic approach to building
regulations and standards, but there is
understandably more pressure from Insurers
and we could also see new regulations under
NEMPAA to ensure that building, solar, gas,
electrical, waste, structural and water comply
with national standards and regulations.
Common buildings and infrastructure
upgrades and rebuilds are accounted for
under the Infrastructure Portfolio.
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Audit Committee
The Audit Committee of the Board, under the
chairmanship of Greg Babaya, is a statutory
constituted Committee under the provisions
of the Companies Act that focusses on:
•
•
•
•

financial reporting and controls
the relationship between the
Company and the external auditors,
IT governance, and
social and ethics

The 2018 Report of the Audit Committee is set
out in the Ingwelala Annual Financial
Statements.
In their post-audit feedback report, the
auditors did raise certain matters to our
attention, none of which were a cause for
concern. These included:
• Segregation of duties that are a
constant issue in companies with
related members of staff.;
• The change in the VAT fraction;
• Audit partner rotation being dealt
with appropriately;
• Rates and Taxes were considered in
detail as this was the first time these
had been levied;
• Intercompany payments;
• Sibon Capex cross checked to invoices
and reviewed
• Tax treatment on Sibon deposits
Feedback form the auditors was generally
highly complementary of the standard of
bookkeeping and general management
controls. We commend the administrative
management team under the supervision of
Natalie Llewellyn for this vote of confidence
by the auditors.
The Audit Committee recommends the reappointment of Boake Inc as external auditors
for the 2019 financial year.
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Socio-economic Impact
Ingwelala Share Block group contributes to
the socio-economic environment in a variety
of ways, including, inter alia, the payment of
salaries and wages to 47 employees; the
provision of staff housing at the Reserve; the
support of local businesses for provisions and
services for both staff and Members; the
support of local builders and suppliers for the
maintenance and upgrading of the Company’s
assets, including the 206 Bungalows; and
taxes that accrue to the State and are
distributed into the greater socio-economic
environment.
Ingwelala Share Block, in being one of the
largest share blocks in the APNR sub-region,
contributes significantly to the local economy.
The GEF Project previously appointed a
resource economist to evaluate the socioeconomic value of the Protected Areas and
the initial reports which focus on the direct
cash flows show a positive contribution to the
local economies. Future reports will include
ecosystem services and other less direct
aspects, but none the less, important.
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Chairman’s Report
Overview
The Ingwelala Companies delivered a most satisfactory result for the financial year ended 30 June
2018. The good financial result compares favourably to a very tight budget set for the year, also
considering the economic pressures that our Members are experiencing.
Several challenges continued to dominate the time and effort of the Management Team and Board
of Ingwelala during this reporting period, namely security, matters related to Protected Area
considerations, the potential rebuilding of failed dams, infrastructure improvements, Project
Skyhawk and the Umbabat Lion Hunt.
The Board and Management continue to be actively involved in matters relating to Umbabat and
Nkorho management and developments. While we are pleased to report the absence of crime on
Ingwelala, we are aware of continued poaching in areas adjacent to Ingwelala, not only rhino but a
noticeable increase of other species as well.
We need to remain vigilant and work in collaboration with our neighbours both near and further
afield. In an open wildlife system, we need to remember that we are not a small entity going it
alone, but that we form part of the greater whole.
An Umbabat Steerco was established to see the Protected Area process through, and Charl du
Plessis, Director External Relations, was invited to serve on the Steerco as the Ingwelala
Representative.
The Umbabat Lion Hunt that took place in June 2018 is an emotive issue for a number of Members
whose ongoing and often inaccurate Social Media postings has and is causing problems with our
Umbabat and APNR associates. Ingwelala has also been taken to task by SANParks and the KNP for
the behaviour of certain of our Members. This could have far reaching consequences for our
Protected Area Status and delay the implementation of the Co- operative agreement.
Bruce Simpson resigned from the Board in June 2018, his involvement and commitment to the
Umbabat Steerco on behalf of Ingwelala is highly appreciated.
Kevin Alborough also resigned in June 2018, as a Director and Chairman of the Board, after being reelected to the Board at the AGM in November 2017. Thank you for your input during that period.
Christopher Gregory, a Director of the Group Companies, was co- opted to the Ingwelala Board
because of the above resignations.

Outlook
Members have often expressed and, in many ways, their thanks to the Management of Ingwelala for
their wonderful experiences at Ingwelala. I am convinced that the Board will continue to guide
Ingwelala to promote conservation and biodiversity.
Clearly any major developments the Board attempts needs to meet the Ingwelala objectives, be
affordable and sustainable, and in this regard the Board is committed to approach the Members for
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agreement to undertake large projects of a material value and nature that may require an extended
period to implement and achieve.
To avoid any confusion, the Board has bound itself to approach the Members for approval for
projects that exceed 20% of the annual levy. Currently this threshold would be around R1 440 000
per project.
The Board has every confidence in the Ingwelala Management Team. They will continue to assist the
Members and make us all proud to be associated with Ingwelala, as will the Board going forward
into 2019.

Appreciation
Let us not forget what a special place Ingwelala is, strong on conservation and respectful of nature.
We have many to thank for creating over the years this special place and we must not let a handful
of people spoil and threaten the future of Ingwelala for current and future generations.
In particular my thanks go to our General Manager, John Llewellyn and his ever-supportive wife
Natalie for their exceptional contribution, dedication and leadership. Also, a special thanks from the
Board to the Management and Staff of Ingwelala for all you do and do so well.
My thanks to all my fellow Directors, especially those who have recently joined the Board. The
dedication and current skills around the Board table are well suited to Ingwelala’s needs.
To all the Members of Ingwelala on behalf of the Board, my thanks to you for your support and
assistance in our collective endeavours at Ingwelala.

Andrew Hauptfleisch
Chairman
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ENSURING OUR SUSTAINABILITY
Corporate Governance
The Ingwelala Board believes that strong
corporate governance, based on a sound
ethical foundation, strong leadership and
good corporate citizenship, is essential for the
achievement of sustainable value for all
Ingwelala’s stakeholders.

Directorate
The management of Ingwelala Share Block is
overseen by a unitary Board of Directors and
its Portfolios and Committees. The Board is
the focal point for, and custodian of corporate
governance within Ingwelala Share Block. The
Board is committed to the sustainability and
on-going increase in value of the Company. All
Board members are required to act with due
diligence and care in all dealings and to
uphold the values and ethics of Ingwelala
Share Block.
The current Board of Ingwelala Share Block
Limited is composed of up to 12 Directors,
who are elected by the Members at each
successive Annual General Meeting of the
Company. Eleven of the twelve Directors are
non-executive, with the Managing Director
(Reserve Manager) being the only Executive
Director. The composition of the Board
provides the objectivity and range of skills
required for the Board to function effectively.
Each year, one-third of the Directors retire by
rotation and are eligible for re-election by the
Members at the Annual General Meeting.
Board Portfolios and Committees are
structured to function with authority, and
currently cover the following areas:
Environmental,
Infrastructure,
Internal
Relations, External Relations, Finance,
Secretarial, Legal & Regulatory, Human
Resources, Insurance, Building Committee,
Audit Committee and Communications. The
Board also has two Advisories – Nominations
and Remuneration.
The Board meets five times a year, three of
which are currently held at the Reserve. Board
Portfolios and Committees meet regularly and
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formally report back to the Board at each
Board Meeting.
Directors are required to declare their
interests to determine whether there is any
conflict with their duties to the Company.
Directors are also required to disclose any
conflicts of interest if and when these may
arise.
Meeting Attendance during review period
Director

Meetings Attended

K. A. Alborough

2

G.B. Bayaya

7

B.C. Cilliers

3

C.D. du Plessis

7

A.R. Hauptfleisch

7

D.G. King

6

J.H. Llewellyn

4

G.I. Maile

6

N.J. Roodt

7

A.L. Rossaak

1

J.M. Saker

4

G.R. Schwaeble

4

B.A. Scott

3

B.R. Simpson

5

H.J. Tonetti

7

King IV
The Board intends to continually improve
governance practices by complying with the
updated King Code of Governance Principles
for South Africa (King IV) and the supporting
practice recommendations contained in the
King Code.
All Directors and employees are required to
maintain the highest ethical standards in
ensuring that the Company’s business
practices are conducted in a manner which in
all reasonable circumstances is beyond
reproach.
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Sustainability
The sustainability of Ingwelala Share Block
encompasses the manner in which its
operations are conducted to meet its existing
needs without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their needs, as
well as having regard to its impact on the
economic life of the community in which it
operates.
Sustainability
includes
environmental, social and governance
aspects.

Risk and Capital Management
Risk – During the reporting period, the Board
reviewed its comprehensive Risk Assessment
of Ingwelala Share Block, focusing on the top
10 risks prioritised for immediate action and
ongoing monitoring with reporting at each
Board Meeting.
The top 10 identified operational risks are (in
no specific order and consistent with 2017):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Fire
Water shortage (potable)
Security and Poaching
Impractical Regularisation
Govt interference/nationalisation*
Introduction of unaffordable Rates
and Taxes*
Mismanagement – losses/insolvency
Labour strife – go slows, strikes
Staff accommodation – family units,
schooling provision
Land grabs*

* These items manifest in part in the
Protected Areas initiative.
The Board continues working to ensure that,
where possible, these risks are mitigated and
controlled as far as possible. We all need to
understand and appreciate that Ingwelala is a
wild and potentially dangerous environment,
and as shown in the recent 2017 Survey,
Members want to keep it as natural as
possible. Members need to be aware of the
risks, especially with children and the elderly,
and remembering it is a malaria area.
Insurance – The Board comprehensively
reviews the insurance portfolio of Ingwelala
Share Block on an annual basis, covering all
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risk areas. The Directors are satisfied that all
these areas are adequately insured.
Poaching – the poaching of Rhino continues
to get nearer and nearer to our properties,
with Rhino poaching incidents occurring
continually in the western sector of the
Kruger National Park adjacent to the UPNR as
well as in the Umbabat, Timbavati and
Klaserie Reserves. Whilst rhinos have
regrettably already been poached in the
Umbabat, Ingwelala Share Block remains
unscathed due to the proactive services
deployed by the Umbabat security service
providers together with our dedicated
management team.
Crime - Ingwelala Share Block has again
experienced a crime free period during the
last 12 months. Co-operation with the
authorities in the sub-region is good and the
Umbabat’s security services continues to
bode well for the ongoing fight against crime.
Management Staff continue to adapt to the
changing needs of security related activities.
Capital Expenditure – during the review
period, non-routine capital expenditure of
RK 1 232 (2017: RK 1 038) was incurred on the
following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wi-Fi Upgrade
Website Upgrade
Vuka Ingwe SSQ2
Motor vehicles
Pool Deck
Refurb to buildings
Reserve Maintenance

RK 66
RK 54
RK 430
RK 325
RK 211
RK 66
RK 80

Retained Income – Retained Income – at
financial year end the retained income of
Ingwelala Share Block was R3.0m (2017: R2.5)
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Abridged Financial Statements – Ingwelala Share Block (Pty) Ltd
2018

2017

2016

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, Plant and Equipment
Loan to Shareholders

1
4 080 000

1
4 080 000

1
4 080 000

Current assets

5 358 306

5 055 051

4 298 500

Total Assets

9 438 307

9 135 052

8 378 501

2 991 692

2 505 500

1 761 675

4 080 000

4 080 000

4 080 000

Current liabilities

2 366 615

2 549 552

2 536 826

Total Liabilities

6 446 615

6 629 552

6 616 826

Total Equity and Liabilities

9 438 307

9 135 052

8 378 501

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Liabilities
Loans from shareholders

oOo

